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Abstract- Due to the different imaging mechanism of optical image and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
image, they have the large different characteristics between the images, so fusing optical image and
SAR image with image fusion technology could complement advantages and be able to better interpret
the scenes information. A fusion algorithm of Synthetic Aperture Radar and optical image with fast
sparse representation on low-frequency images was proposed. For the disadvantage of target
information easily missing and the contrast low in fused image, and the fusion method with sparse
representation could effectively retain target information of Synthetic Aperture Radar image, so the
paper fuses low frequency images of Synthetic Aperture Radar and optical images using sparse
representation. Moreover a new sparse coefficient fusion rules is proposed, and sparse decomposition
process is improved to reduce the algorithm running time. Experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the algorithm.

Index terms: fusion algorithm, SAR, optical images, sparse representation, algorithm running time, Support
Value Transform.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

As the different imaging mechanism of optical image and Synthetic Aperture Radar（SAR)
image, having the large different characteristics between images, so fusing two types of images
with image fusion technology could complement advantages and be able to better interpret the
scenes information. However, information reflecting the goals of the two types of images is very
different; it is difficult to obtain great fusion effect with conventional methods, so few research
currently underway among the two types of image. This paper studies the fusion of two types of
images for the purpose of target recognition with Support Value Transform (SVT) transform and
sparse representation, analyzed the relevance and synergy between pixel level and feature level
fusion algorithm, presented a mixed fusion algorithm between the two types of images,
established a multi-level mixed color image fusion model with color information processing and
gray image colorization method [1].
In

recent

years, with the development of mathematical theory, a variety of

digital

image transformation methods are proposed, multi-scale transform (MST) method has become a
research hot spot. MST method includes Laplace Pyramid decomposition, discrete wavelet
transforms (DWT) [2,3], contourlet

transform (Contourlet), non-down-sampled

contourlet

transform (NSCT) [4] and the support value transforms (SVT) [5]. Pyramid transform is through
continuous filter and down sample the image to get the decomposition structure of the pyramid
forms, and the structure is related to each other in different scales sparse, and the robustness of
the

algorithm

is

not

good. Wavelet

transform is

a

further

study

of

the pyramid

decomposition, and it can be decomposed in different scales for the image, and it is able to
capture the image details, and it is suitable to represent the isotropic characteristics of the point
singularity , but the characteristics of anisotropic representation is bad. Contourlet transform is a ’
real representation of two-dimensional image’, in the transformation process of multi-scale and
multidirectional decomposition is carried out separately, so it has the multi-scale and timefrequency local characteristic, but also has a high degree of directionality and anisotropy, but due
to

the

presence of up-sampling

and

down-sampling operation

at transformation process [6]. Contourlet is lack of shift invariance; the spectrum has the aliasing
phenomenon.

NSCT

is

the further optimization

of

Contourlet transform

inherited

the good characteristics of Contourlet transform, and it also has the shift invariance, but the
algorithm is complex, and the calculating speed is slow. SVT is the least squares support
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vector machine (LS-SVM). Based on this, a non sampling value of two redundant transform is a
kind of new multi-scale transform method. Through the support value transform for the
image, we can get a series of low frequency and high frequency coefficients like other multi-scale
decomposition, the

low

frequency coefficients of the

source

images is

‘approximate’ expression, and the high frequency coefficients are an effective representation
for image texture details, and it has the very good translation in variance, won't produce ringing
effect, speed of operation soon, the multi-scaled composition method used in this paper [7-10,
30-31].
The author has been to build on the initial SAR segmentation to produce a low-level
description of the SAR scene and then to demonstrate the use of high-level processing applied to
the

low-level

components

[27].

Multi

source

image

fusion is

the

image obtained

from multiple sensors in the fusion, and it is currently a research trend. Benjamin W M and
Ranga R V[11] researched on the interest region of multi-source remote sensing image (mainly
SAR and multi optical images) fusion algorithm, Yao W [12] did fusion research on TM image
and SAR image, Xing S X [13] proposed the fusion algorithm of the optical image and
infrared remote sensing image. These fusion algorithms are fusion for the gray level of two
remote sensing images, and the fusion process is not a purpose, such as the common optical
image and infrared image fusion, optical image and SAR image fusion, the fusion image is
obtained for

the gray

image, target

identification and

recognition effect. Study

on infrared image, optical image and SAR image are still very rare. Aiming at this problem, this
paper is intended to target recognition, discusses the fusion algorithm between optical image and
SAR image, a two image multilevel mixed color fusion model is set up in order to enhance the
image of information description and target recognition effect [14-16, 28]. The paper in [29]
focuses on the shadow region in the SAR image by synthetic aperture. Also, the author analyzed
the blurred boundary by imaging formation theory.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the framework of fusion algorithm
is briefly reviewed. Section 3 describes the overcomplete sparse representation in details.
Section 4 describes the proposed image fusion algorithm in detail. The experiment results and
discussions are presented in Section 5. Finally, we draws a conclusion in Section 6.

II. FRAMEWORK OF FUSION ALGORITHM
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Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and optical images are multiscale decomposed, and the
approximate number of zero is rarely in the low frequency sub band coefficients, namely the
sparsely is small, and the expression of low-frequency information of images is not valid [17].
Overcomplete dictionary can be expressed more sparse image compared with the multiscale
decomposition, and it can effectively extract the potential information of images and low
frequency [18], but it is not easy in the fusion image edge and texture details. Therefore this
paper presents a multi-scale decomposition and sparse representation algorithm combining SAR
and optical images. First, the source images are done multi-scale decomposition based on SVT,
and then the low-frequency sub-band images are decomposed, sparse representation of high
frequency sub-band image by fusion based on regional energy, finally, the fusion image is
obtained by reconstruction. The algorithm process is shown in Fig.1.
This paper focuses on the low frequency algorithm based on sparse representation of images
fusion, and the treatment of zero mean image block greatly enhances ‘sparse coding’ efficiency,
and a new fusion rule propose based on a weighted average and l1 norm for sparse coefficient is
proposed. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 1 Flow chart of images fusion algorithm
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III. OVERCOMPLETE SPARSE REPRESENTATION
3.1 Images sparse representation
Image sparse

representation

of orthogonal basis

function is adopted to

replace

the

traditional overcomplete basis, and seek a few elements in the overcomplete basis to represent the
image feature. Due to the big redundancy based on the basis function and therefore it has
better expressing ability [19]. For a signal with y Î R n´1 , the sparse representation can be obtained
by solving formula (1) to get the optimal solution:

min x

Where D Î R

n´ K

0

s.t y - Dx 2 £ e

(1)
is overcomplete dictionary, and each column represents an atom in the
0

0

dictionary, x Î R K ´1 is sparse coefficient vector, x 0 represents the number of nonzero elements in
the vector x , e is allowable error. Optimization on the type of process is also known as ‘sparse
coding’.
Theoretically, we can obtain a sparse representation of the image, but this will lead to large
atomic size in the dictionary, and the computational complexity is greatly increased, and the local
information of image fusion is dependent on the source image, so in the actual fusion process we
use a sliding window to the source image divided into blocks, for sparse image block
representation, by processing the image block sparse coefficient to achieve the ultimate source
image fusion. This paper takes the source image divided into 8 ´ 8 blocks[20] .
Image sparse representation consists mainly of dictionary and sparse representation algorithm,
and this paper uses K-SVD algorithmto construct the training dictionary, and the method
alternates executing the update procedure of the atomic and the sparse representation of the
current dictionary to achieve the purpose of learning the dictionary [21]. Using the orthogonal
matching pursuit (OMP) computes sparse decomposition coefficient [22].
3.2 Training algorithm of K-SVD dictionary
This paper constructs the training dictionary by using K-SVD algorithm in the low frequency
image of SVT decomposition, and the training dictionary can been obtained by the solution of
formula (2):
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arg min Y - DX
D, X

2

s.t.

F

xi

0
0

£ T , "i

(2)

Where, Y = [ y1 , y 2 L y N ]Î R n´ N is the training sample set, i.e. the set of the training image block;
 X Î R K ´ N is the sparse coefficient matrix, xi is the i - th column of X ; T is the sparse degree.
If the dictionary D is sure, the sparse coefficient of Y sample set in formula (2) can be
obtained by OMP algorithm, and then the atom of the dictionary D is revised by these sparse
coefficients, namely the columns of the matrix. Assuming the sparse matrix X and dictionary D
are known, if d k of the k - th column of the dictionary D is modified, xTk is the k - th line k of X,
then the compensation term of formula (2) can be written as follows:
2

å

j
T

æ
= çç Y è

2

ö
2
Y - DX F = Y d jx
d j x ÷÷ - d k xTk = E k - d k xTk F
(3)
j =1
j¹k
ø
F
F
Define y recorded image block using atomic d k Y samples, even when xTk (i ) is not 0 index
K

2

K

å

j
T

value, then y = {i | 1 £ i £ K , xTk (i ) ¹ 0}. On this basis, define the size of matrix N ´ y W k , in (y (i ), i )
value is 1, the other is 0. xRk = xTk W k , E kR = E k W k formula (3), and the transformation can be
obtained:

EkWk - dk xTkWk = EkR - dk xRk

(4)

Then amend the dictionary by the singular value decomposition of E = UDV on matrix EkR :
R
k

T

using the first column of matrix U replaces the k - th atom d k of the dictionary, and using the
first column of matrix V Multiplied by D(1,1) modifies xRk in formula (4), and then repeat the
sparse representation and the modified process, until satisfied correction dictionary convergence
conditions to obtain the ideal. The specific steps of the algorithm are as follows:
(1) Given a class of signal Y = {yi }iN=1 , standard dictionary D 0 = R n´ K as the initial dictionary,
iteration J = 1 .
(2) Y is sparse representation by using dictionary D 0 , which is to solve
min
yi - Dxi
i
x

2
2

, i = 1,2,L , N

s.t.

xi

0

£ T0

(3) Dictionary D J -1 is updated by atom, and the update step of atom d k of column k is following:
1) Define step (2) by using k column atomic symbol set: w k = {i | 1 £ i £ N , xTk (i) ¹ 0}
2) Calculate error matrix E k = Y - å d j xTj .
j¹k
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3) According to the elements of w k select the part of E k as column E Rk .
R
T
4) Singular value decomposition E k = UDV for matrix E kR , use the first column of the matrix

U to replace the k atom dictionary d k , the first column using the matrix V and D(1,1) product as

the coefficient of d k .
(4) Return to step (2) repeat J = J + 1 , until it is convergent.
Below is an optical image and SAR image obtained by K-SVD after training learned
dictionary. Image block size is 8 ´ 8 , the atomic number is 256.

(a)Optical image

(b) Optical training dictionary
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(c)SAR image
(d) SAR training dictionary
Fig.2 K-SVD training dictionary
3.3 Orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm for sparse representation
Orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm (OMP) is used for sparse coding for image block,
which the image block and the dictionary D are known, and calculate the process of image block
of the sparse coefficient. It is a greedy pursuit algorithm, and the core idea is: first choose the
nearest atom and image block from the dictionary, and calculate the residuals of the image blocks
and the atom, and then select the approximate atom from the dictionary, and before the chosen
atoms combined iterative approximation, iteration to residual less than a preset threshold. And
orthogonal treatment of atoms in the iterative process is chosen to make the atoms not be reused.
In this process the image block fusion, sparse image block representation using OMP
algorithm, the algorithm steps are as follows [23]:
Set the input image block for b, the dictionary for D , the sparse coefficient for X.
(1) Initialize the process, setting error e , X 0 = 0, r 0 = b, Ds0 = f ;
(2) Select atom d i from overcomplete dictionary which and is most close to signal b , namely
d i and b have the maximum inner product;

(3) The dictionary is updated Dsk = Dsk -1 È d i ;
(4) Calculate the sparse coefficient X sk according to the atom library Dsk ;
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(5) Calculate error r k = b - Dsk X sk ;
(6) If r k ³ e , return step (2); Conversely, finish the cycle, and X sk is the sparse coefficient.
IV. FUSION ALGORITHM
4.1 Realization process of fusion algorithm
SAR images and optical images are fused based on the SVT fusion framework, and the lowfrequency sub-band coefficients use the fusion method of the sparse representation to retain the
good target information of SAR images, and the high-frequency sub-band coefficients are fused
with the rules of the regional energy. The emphasis and difficulty of the algorithm is lied in the
fusion of the low-frequency coefficients, and the paper does the are zero mean process to the
image block to enhance the efficiency of sparse coding. The fusion process is shown in Fig.3, and
the specific process is as follows[24]:
(1) The low-frequency images of SAR and optical images are divided into n ´ n image block by
using sliding window , the step is step Î [1, n] , and then all the image blocks are changed into a
k
column vector, and orderly image matrix {Vi }i =1

[( M - n ) / step +1][( N - n ) / step +1]

k Î {1,2} , where Vi1 ,

Vi 2 denote the i SAR image and optical image columns, [M , N ] is the size of SAR images and

optical images;
(2) Vi k is done zero mean treatment, namely Vi k = Vi k - mean{Vi k } . Then we use the OMP
algorithm to do the sparse representation for vector Vi k for each i position, so that we get the
sparse coefficient xik , k Î {1,2} ;
(3) Fused coefficient xik is gotten by the corresponding image block sparse coefficient xif of
SAR and optical images according to some fusion rules;
(4) All image blocks are done by step (2) and step (3) to obtain the fusion sparse coefficient
f
matrix {xi }i =1

[( M - n ) / step +1][( N - n ) / step +1]

, and then the fusion image is obtained via V F = D ´ X F + V F

calculation, which D is gotten the dictionary V F = (mean{Vi1 }+ mean{Vi 2 }) / 2 by K-SVD training
algorithm;
(5) The final low frequency fusion image can been gotten by the calculation of the location of
various pixel mean on the basis of step (1).
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Fig.3 Flow chart of low-frequency image fusion
The selection of the fusion rule in step (3) is the most important part in the fusion method,
which is a core factor in the final image fusion quality. Based on the sparse representation of the
fusion algorithm proposed in the literature, using the l1 norm sparse coefficient vector is adopted
to obtain better fusion effect, which is the most commonly used sparse coefficients fusion rule. In
this paper, by analyzing the characteristics of sparse coefficient, on the basis of reference [25],
this paper proposes an adaptive weighted average and l1 norm combining fusion rules.
4.2 Fusion rules
The coefficient vector is obtained by the image sparse decomposition, where l1 norm reflects
the image block activity, namely l1 norm is more big, the more information is it [26]. If calculate
the similarity S for fusion sparse coefficient vector l1 norm , when the similarity of S is greater
than the set threshold value T, it shows that the two fusion coefficient vector contains more
information, using the weighted average of the information content of the two rules are
effectively integrated. When the similarity of S is less than or equal to the threshold value T, it
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shows that the coefficient vector contains the big difference in the information. In order to
achieve a better fusion effect, it should use l1 norm and rule fusion. Based on this, this paper
presents a simple fusion rules combined with adaptive weighted average and l1 norm. The
specific calculation process is as follows:
(1) Assuming

xiA

and

xiB

are a sparse coefficient vector to fusion of SAR and optical

frequency in the image, and it is calculated to get l1 norm ciA and ciB by the following formula:

c

A
i

= x

c = x
B
i

(2) Calculate similarity S i of norm

ciA

A
i

B
i 1

1

=

=

K

å

x ijA

j =1

(5)

K

åx

B
ij

j =1

and norm

(6)

ciB of the fusing sparse coefficient vector

l1

by formula (5) and (6):

Si =

2 × ciA ciB
ciA + ciB

(7)

(3) Choose fusion rules according to the size of the similarity of S i , and the fused coefficient
F

vector is xi :
When S i ³ T :

xiF = w A xiA + w B xiB
Where

wA

and

wB

(8)

are respectively the corresponding weighted factor to be fusion coefficient

vector, it can be calculated by the following formula:

w A = ciA / (ciA + ciB )

wB =1- w A
When S i > T :
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ìï xiA
x =í B
ïî xi
F
i

if ciA ³ ciB
(11)

if ciA < ciB

Where T is the threshold, and the experimental verification of T Î [0.8,1] fusion effect is better,
and this paper selects T = 0.9 .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this paper, in order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, the traditional SVT based
fusion method (SVT method) and the common fusion method based on sparse representation (SP
method) are compared. In the algorithm of this paper, 10000 randomly selected image blocks as
training samples are selected from 20 natural images, and obtain the overcomplete dictionary by
using K-SVD algorithm. Image block size is 8 ´ 8 , the dictionary size is 64 ´ 256 , set the
allowable error e = 0.01 dictionary training T = 10 , the sparsity of T = 10 , step size step = 4 .
Operating environment for the experiments: computer CPU Pentium 4, 2.66GHz, 2GB memory,
windows XP professional, a programming language for Matlab7.1. Here are two groups of SAR
image and optical image for fusion effect verification, and the fusion results are shown in Fig.4
and Fig.5.

(a)Optical image
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(c)Fusion results of SVT method

(d) Fusion results of SP method

(e) Fusion results of this method
Fig.4 Experimental results of the first set

(a)Optical image

(b) SAR
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(c)Fusion results of SVT method (d) Fusion results of SP method

(e) Fusion results of this method
Fig.5 Experimental results of the second set
A. Subjective evaluation
(1) Compared with the source images
In fig.4 and fig.5, the fusion image and the source image are compared based on the two image
information including the images of the house, the runway, grass etc..
(2) Comparison of three fusion images
From look on the whole, Fig.4 (c) has the minimum brightness, Fig.4 (e) has the highest
brightness. It is seen from region 1, Fig.4 (d) has the worst ability maintaining the edge texture,
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Fig.4 (e) has the most clear edge and texture. It is seen from the regional 2, Fig.4 (d) and Fig.3 (e)
are well preserved in the SAR image information of the target. Therefore in the whole, Fig.4 (e)
has the best visual effects. As you can see from Fig.5, Fig.5 (e) has the maximum brightness,
clarity. In the target region 1, Fig.5 (e) has the most rich texture, and its clarity is the best. In the
target region 2, Fig.5 (e) has the best target brightness, and it has the best target background
contrast. Therefore, it has the best fusion method from the subjective evaluation.

B. Objective evaluation
For the quantitative evaluation of image fusion performance, here also to use standard
deviation, entropy, average gradient and Piella index in Q0 , QE , QW and Q AB / F as a fusion quality
evaluation index, using run time as the fusion efficiency evaluation index, the evaluation results
in Figure .6 and Figure.7. In Figure .6 for the integration of objective evaluation index effect of
the first group images, Figure .7 for the second groups of image fusion evaluation index.

Time (s)

QAB/F

Qe

Q0

Average
gradient

Information
entropy

Standard
deviation

Qw

SVT method
SP method
This method

45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 6.Objective evaluation indexes of the first set of image fusion
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Standard
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SVT method
SP method
This method

Figure .7 Objective evaluation indexes of the second set of image fusion
It can be seen from Figure .6 and Figure .7 , and the fusion indexes of SVT method and SP
method have their pros and cons. While the algorithm in the paper is maximum in addition to
running time, this is consistent with the subjective evaluation. Comparison of fusion and the
method and the result of the SVT method, the standard deviations have increased by 20.72% and
14.43% in Table.1 and Table.2, and the information entropy is increased by 3.31% and 2.35%,
and average gradient is increased by 16.60% and 9.71%, and the average Piella index is increased
by 11.56% and 7.97%. Overall, the quality of both average indexes is increased, and it fully is
proved the superiority of the algorithm in this paper. From operating efficiency, the running time
of this algorithm is lower than the conventional SP algorithm, which shows the effectiveness of
the improved algorithm in this paper.
VI. CONCLUSION
Obtain the following conclusion through the experiment: (1) The multi-scale decomposition
and sparse representation by using the combination of SAR image and Optical image fusion, the
decomposition algorithm is better effect than conventional multi-scale fusion. (2) It enhances the
efficiency of sparse decomposition by the treatment of zero mean image block. (3) The paper
proposes a sparse coefficient fusion rule based on the adaptive weighted average and l1 norm,
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and it is fit for the image fusion of SVT slow-frequency decomposition of the optical image and
SAR image, and the experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the fusion rule.
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